
Where craftsmanship 
and quality meet.

The ProCraft Series
OUR FRAMED CABINETS

To learn more about our ProCraft Series, visit our website.

www.procraftcabinetry.com


Introducing the ProCraft Series
GORGEOUS, HIGH-QUALITY CABINETRY.  
CRAFTED AND VALUE PRICED FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS.

FAST TURNAROUND 
TIMES

GREAT QUALITY FOR  
AN EVEN BETTER PRICE

AMPLE AVAILABILITY 
FROM LOCATIONS 
ACROSS THE U.S.

FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY

WHY IT ’S EASY TO WORK WITH PROCRAFT

From our dealer portals to downloadable spec guides, we go the extra mile to 
make sure our sales resources are useful and up-to-date. Download them all at 
procraftcabinetry.com.

At ProCraft Cabinetry, we know that quality cabinets shouldn’t cost a small 
fortune. That’s why we’ve created a wide range of beautiful, affordable cabinet 
door styles that will add the “wow” factor your customers want in their kitchens 
and bathrooms. 

From the clean lines and timeless styling of our ProCraft Series framed cabinets, 
to the statement-making Milania Frameless Series, every piece of cabinetry we 
create is lovingly crafted to take living spaces to the next level. 

www.procraftcabinetry.com/for-pros/#resources


1/2” plywood panel dadoes into 
face frame. Side reveal is 1/4” 
before skin is applied.

1/2” furniture-grade plywood 
coated with UV clear coat.

41/2” high x 21/2” deep.  
1/2” thick toe boards.

Solid wood corner brackets to 
ensure each cabinet is square 
and adds extra stability.

3/4” adjustable plywood shelf, 
finished with birch wood veneer 

top and bottom edge banded on 
the front leading edge.

All hinges are 6-way adjustable 
and have an internal soft-close 

mechanism on each hinge.

5/8” solid wood dovetail construction on 
all sides of drawer box with UV clear 
coat on all exposed surfaces. Drawer 

glides are all steel constructed soft-close 
mechanisms. 3/8” plywood drawer bottom.

3/4” thick solid wood face frames 
with 11/2” stiles and rails.

Quality products, built to last.
Expert cabinetmakers assemble our products with state-of-the-art equipment in each 
of our strategically placed distribution centers located throughout the United States.

PRO TIP

Cabinets usually account for a large percentage of your customers’ remodeling budgets. 
Guiding your clients towards ProCraft cabinets may help them reallocate money towards 
other big-ticket items. 

Visit our website to learn more 
about our ProCraft Series and 
all that we have to offer.

https://www.procraftcabinetry.com/procraft-series/


The most popular designs to match any style.
No matter what color schemes your customers have in mind, ProCraft has the perfect cabinets. With 
a wide range of colors, sizes and styles, ProCraft can help kitchen or bathroom dreams spring to life.

From our dealer portals 
to downloadable spec 

guides, we go the extra 
mile to make sure our 

sales resources are 
useful and up-to-date. 
Download them all at 

procraftcabinetry.com.

Avalon

ArlingtonEssence Newport Belmont Atlas

Liberty Shaker,
White

Liberty Shaker,
Espresso

Liberty Shaker,
Grey

Chestnut, 
Portland
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